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Disclaimer
THIS WHITEPAPER IS NOT A PROSPECTUS NOR CONSTITUTE FINANCIAL OR INVESTMENT
ADVICE. This document does not constitute nor imply a prospectus of any sort. No wording contained herein should be construed as a solicitation for investment. Accordingly,
this whitepaper does not pertain in any way to an offering of securities in any jurisdiction
worldwide whatsoever. Rather, this whitepaper constitutes a technical description of the
functionality of Lunar products, and the development and distribution of Lunar DeFi.
THIS WHITEPAPER IS NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE. This Whitepaper does not constitute nor
imply investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or recommendation by Lunar
DeFi, its affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, managers, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits of purchasing tokens, nor should it be relied upon in connection
with any other contract or purchasing decision by anyone.
THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT A GUARANTEE OF PRODUCT OR SERVICES. This document makes
no representation regarding the likelihood or probability that any actual or proposed actions or plans will in fact achieve a particular outcome or goal; and makes no guarantee
of availability of Lunar DeFi products or services as described herein. Decentralized
financial products are based on new and partially untested technologies, and cryptocurrencies are volatile market-priced instruments with little to no consumer regulator, or
pricing protections.
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS: All statements contained herein other than statements of historical facts are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the "safe
harbor" provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. We have
attempted to identify any forward-looking statements by using words such as "anticipates," "aims," "will," "plans," "believes," "could," "expects," "intends," "may," "should" and
other similar expressions. These statements are based upon our current expectations
and speak only as of the date hereof. Although we believe that the expectations reflected in our forward-looking statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance that
such expectations will prove to be correct. Such statements are not guarantees of future
performance or events and are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties
that could cause our actual results, events or financial position to differ materially and
adversely from those expressed in such forward-looking statements. Such factors
include, but are not limited to, our ability to raise additional capital, the absence of any
operating history or revenue, our ability to attract and retain qualified personnel, our dependence on third party developers who we can not control, our ability to develop and
introduce a new service to the market in a timely manner, market acceptance of our services, the ability to successfully develop licensing programs and generate business,
rapid technological change in relevant markets, unexpected network interruptions or
security breaches, changes in demand for current and future intellectual property rights,
legislative, regulatory and competitive developments addressing licensing and enforcement of patents and/or intellectual property, intense competition with larger companies,
general economic conditions, and other factors. We undertake no obligation to revise or
update any forward-looking statements for any reason.
THIS DOCUMENT MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES.
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Welcome to OrangeInk
We’re Decentralised ecosystem that aims to make crypto
powerful, fast, easy and cheaper as possible.

OrangeInk Powerful Launchpad based on Solana

Launch Your Tokens
& Host ICO on Solana.
Pwerful, Fast, Low Fees Forever.

OrangeInk NFT Marketplace Based on Solana.

Revolutionary NFT
Marketplace
Pwerful, Fast, Low Fees Forever.
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The OrangeInk Ecosystem
These three components serve as the foundation for the
ever expanding OrangeInk ecosystem.

OrangeInk

OrangeInk vision is to streamline the entire process
off crypto and nft trading and transaction into a
single, interconnected dapp with seamless user
experience.

OranegInk Token (OIT)

OIT Token is fixed supply utility token based on
Solana Blockchain that provides seamless
transactions within OrangeInk and serves and the
connective tissue

OranegInk Vibrance

OrangeInk Vibrance are collection of 3D-animated
NFTs that unlock special benifits for holders
when plugged into the OrangeInk Ecosystem.
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The Problem Statement
The crypto user experience is terrible.
...but you already knew that.
Users have to bounce through an enormous number of
separate applications to engage in the most fundamental
and common aspects of crypto trading and research.
To make matters worse, the integrations between these
tools are often unreliable, restrictive, and difficult to enable.
And that's just for trading tokens on one blockchain.
Different blockchains often require entirely new toolsets,
and exchanging tokens across different blockchains is its
own multi-step process that requires numerous separate
apps.
This severe separation of tools, as well the blockchains
they operate on, creates an incredible amount of friction in
the process for users. This friction leads to countless hours
of wasted time, constant frustration, and lost profits.
This problem is so severe that it prevents new users from
entering the market, especially when it comes to
non-bluechip cryptocurrencies.
Let that sink in: The user experience is so poor, it is
practically unusable for many of its potential users
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The Vision
The goal of OrangeInk is simple: To deliver seamless
Crypto Exprience imaginable, by puting you at the
forefront.
Decentralization is great for democratizing finance, but
along with it comes massive fragmentation.
The time has come to re-centralize DeFi around the most
important part of the network: You.
OrangeInk aims to streamline virtually every aspect of
crypto and NFT trading into a single, interconnected
platform.
No longer will you have to juggle between six separate
apps and eight separate websites. With OrangeInk,
everything you need should be instantly accessible in one
place.
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The Mission
This includes
• Solana Launchpad
• DEX for Trading Tokens
• Price Charts
• Token Information
• Token Explorers

• NFT Trading
• And More.
• Portfolio Tracking
• Watchlists
• Reflections Tracking

All of this functionality in one intuitive interface that allows
you to switch between features in a single click.
Our mission to build the most seamless crypto experience
doesn't end with the tools you use. It permeates down to
the blockchains themselves.
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OIT Architecture
This is a high-level diagram of the planned architecture for
OrangneInk. Please note that this is a simplified diagram
and not a complete representation of the architecture.
This is our current model and is subject to change as we
may discover better ways to architect the platform as we
move further along in the process.

Token Prices
OIT App

Market Data
Other Live Data

User

Tokens

Launchpad

NFTs

ICOs & IDOs

Preferences

OIT APIs
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The OrangeInk Token (OIT)
OrangeInk (OIT) is a Solana based token that facilitates
seamless trading within OIT, and serves as the connective
tissue for the OrangeInk Ecosystem.

Tokenomics (Current)
Our current token economics are designed to reward
early supporters and long term holding. Please note that
these token economics are subject to change.

Team & Advisors
Parteners &
Collaborator Fund

Project
Contributiors

Ecosystem Fund

Reserve Supply
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OrangeInk Vibrance NFT Collection

There are 9 unique types of OrangeInk Vibrance NFT, each
with their own set of benefits within the OrangeInk
Ecosystem.
Each of the 9 Vibrance NFT have a different level of rarity.
For example, the most common NFT may have 1000
identical NFTs that people can own, while the most rare
NFT may only have 10.
The higher the rarity of the NFT, the greater the benefits
and rewards it unlocks for holders.

Utility
Unlike many DeFi tokens, the OIT token provides a
substantial amount of utility within the OrangeInk
Ecosystem.
OIT powers cross-chain trading within OIT by acting as the
facilitatory token within our native cross-chain bridges.
In addition, OIT will become the most commonly-paired
token within our ecosystem. This means that, for many
trades on the platform, the most cost-effective and
efficient way to purchase other tokens is to use OIT.
These are just a couple examples of the utility that OIT will
provide within the OrangeInk Ecosystem.
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Roadmap
Our roadmap guides our development and we strive to
meet each phase. That said, deadlines are highly
tentative and subject to change. We reserve the sole
discretion to amend this roadmap at any time.

PHASE 0 COMPLETE
Build and launch website
Set up community infrastructure
Develop marketing materials and Begin testing

PHASE 1

COMPLETE

Begin marketing
Build initial community
Private sale of OIT

PHASE 2

COMPLETE

Official launch of OIT
OIT Token public launch
Initial OrangeInk UI preview release
Retain crypto-specific legal council
OIT Whitepaper release

PHASE 3

INPROGRESS

Hire Solutions Architect, Marketing Coordinator,
Social Media Manager, Community Manager, Lead
Ul/UX Designer, Business Analyst, Data Visualization
Engineer, and Front End Developer.
Set up systems, processes, and schedules for
marketing, development, and internal operations.
Begin development of OrangeInk Dapp.

PHASE 4
Develop Vibrance NFTs
Marketing for Vibrance NFTs
Crystals Presale & Public Launch

PHASE 5
Continue to develop and refine OIT
Continue to expand marketing efforts Grow OIT
waitlist
Hire cyber-security firm, conduct pen tests
Security Audit Release OIT Beta
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